
Year 5 Term 2B Week 1 Spelling Task

End of test

1.	 My dad is turning                                           	next	week.

2.	 I have managed to                                           	the	table	top	with	the	hot	pan.

3.	 Which material will                                            water the quickest?

4.	 Sofia is going to                                            	her	bedroom	during	this	holiday.

5.	 I can’t                                           	to	buy	the	latest	football	shirt.

6.	 I noticed an                                           	storm	cloud	heading	in	our	direction.

7.	 Within which                                           does this book belong?

8.	 It is unusual to see a                                           	in	the	UK.

9.	                                           	to	Daljit,	sherbet	lemon	sweets	are	the	tastiest.		

10.	You	are	so	lucky	to	be	given	this	                                          .
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1.	Please press the                                           	button	while	I	shut	the	blinds.

2.	What was the                                            of your unhappiness earlier?

3.	Which                                            would you prefer on your ice cream?

4.	                                           	is	the	deliberate	deception	by	someone	for	their	own	gain.

5.	The rocket should                                          	in	exactly	ten	minutes.

6.	 I was pleased to meet my favourite                                           	at	the	book	shop.

7.	My birthday is in                                           .

8.	 I                                           	the	efforts	of	the	school	council	to	tidy	the	garden.

9.	Jamelia would like to be an                                           	when	she	grows	up.

End of test

10.	We	visited	an	Italian	                                          	for	my	birthday	treat.
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1.	We need insects to                                          	flowers.

2.	The visitor knew how to                                           	his	audience.

3.	Touch the screen to                                          	the	camera.

4.	Our teacher is trying to                                           	us	to	study	more.

5.	How will we                                             if we don’t speak the language?

6.	The doctor is able to                                           	you	if	you	are	ill.

7.	 I needed to                                          	the	waist	of	my	costume	for	the	play.

8.	We                                          	some	compound	nouns.	

9.	He did not mean to                                           	his	friends	with	his	behaviour.

End of test

10.	You	must	                                         	your	ticket	before	entering	the	museum.
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1.	Do not                                           	my	choice	of	hairstyle.

2.	We will                                           	our	cake	sale	in	the	school	newspaper.

3.	 It is important to                                           	proper	nouns.

4.	Mr Henry will                                           	the	positions	we	will	play	in	the	match.

5.	My team managed to                                           	the	score	in	the	final	minute.

6.	Many sperm try to                                           	an	egg.

7.	Hyenas often                                            	other	animals.

8.	Humans enjoy to                                           	with	many	other	people.

9.	When you meditate, try to                                           	a	peaceful	place.

End of test

10.	Please	do	not	                                          	the	statues.
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1.	The speakers will                                          	the	music	so	it	can	be	heard	clearly.

2.	Water will                                           	at	0°C.

3.	The bell is to                                           	the	end	of	the	school	day.

4.	The file was changed to                                           	the	evidence.

5.	Music is often used to                                           	God.

6.	Please                                          	me	if	you	plan	to	change	classes.

7.	Gareth had to                                          	at	the	trial.

8.	 It is important to learn how to                                          	water	for	survival.

9.	The argument began to                                           	as	more	people	joined	in.

End of test

10.	How	would	you	                                          this mini-beast?
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1.	 As the sky started to                                           ,	we	headed	indoors.

2.	 I am going to paint my room to                                           	it	up.

3.	 Use a rolling pin to                                           	the	dough.

4.	 Healthy living will                                           	your	life.

5.	 My dog is often                                           	for	a	fox	due	to	his	colouring.

6.	 My sister likes to                                           	her	hair	for	parties.

7.	 Mum had to                                           	my	trousers	as	they	were	too	long.

8.	 The cream will                                           	if	you	whisk	it	for	long	enough.

9.		Can	you	                                           this knot please?

End of test

10.	Over	time,	the	boxing	classes	will	                                          	you	up.
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